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Abstract
Models of top condensation can provide both a compelling solution to the hierarchy problem
as well as an explanation of why the top-quark mass is large. The spectrum of such models,
in particular topcolor-assisted technicolor, includes top-pions, top-rhos and the top-Higgs, all of
which can easily have large top-charm or top-up couplings. Large top-up couplings in particular
would lead to a top forward-backward asymmetry through t-channel exchange, easily consistent
with the Tevatron measurements. Intriguingly, there is destructive interference between the top-
mesons and the standard model which conspire to make the overall top pair production rate
consistent with the standard model. The rate for same-sign top production is also small due to
destructive interference between the neutral top-pion and the top-Higgs. Flavor physics is under
control because new physics is mostly confined to the top quark. In this way, top condensation can
explain the asymmetry and be consistent with all experimental bounds. There are many additional
signatures of topcolor with large tu mixing, such as top(s)+jet(s) events, in which a top and a jet
reconstruct a resonance mass, which make these models easily testable at the LHC.
1. INTRODUCTION
The CDF collaboration recently reported the measurement of a large forward-backward
asymmetry (AtFB) in top pair production with 5 fb
−1 of data in both semi-leptonic [1]
and dileptonic [2] channels. The observed asymmetry, for mtt > 450 GeV deviates from
the standard model by more than 3σ. The new CDF results are consistent with earlier
observation of large top asymmetries by both CDF and D0 based on smaller data sets [3–5],
and moreover the significance of the discrepancy has grown over time. Constraints from
other measurements, such as the total tt cross section and the dijet bound, make model
building curiously difficult.
There have been basically two classes of models proposed to explain the top quark
anomaly, s-channel and t-channel models, both of which must have non-universal flavor
structure. The first class of models provide a tree-level contribution to tt through the ex-
change of a new particle in the s-channel. This contribution cannot be too large without
affecting the overall tt rate, so the new particle should be heavy (>∼ 1 TeV). Even then,
one expects the cross section to grow as a function of the tt invariant mass, which is not
seen. The contribution to AtFB can be enhanced by making the new particle colored and
parity-violating, which leads to axigluon models [6]. However, to get the right AtFB contri-
bution, the axigluon has to have unusual opposite sign couplings to uu¯ and tt. Moreover,
dijet bound constraints force these models to couple more weakly to ups than tops [7].
The t-channel models can explain AtFB if some new particle has O(1) couplings to up and
top [8]. t-channel models are not constrained by the dijet data, but there are constraints
from the total tt rate, as well as same-sign tops at the Tevatron, and single top production.
In these models, the large flavor-violating tu coupling appears initially to be ad-hoc and
unnatural.
In order to make t-channel models more appealing theoretically, there have been attempts
to embed them in flavor-conserving models by introducing new horizontal symmetries [9–13].
In the existing models, the top asymmetry anomaly is explained by new physics uncorrelated
to the profound puzzle of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) which necessitates new
physics interpretation on its own. The models would be much more compelling if the AtFB
anomaly corresponded to a previously existing mechanism of EWSB. In this paper, we
demonstrate that there is indeed such a possibility in the framework of top condensation
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[14–17]. Top condensation models can provide particles which naturally have large top-up
couplings, and can be exchanged in the t-channel to produce the observed AtFB.
In top condensation, electroweak symmetry is dynamically broken, as in technicolor (and
in QCD), through the formation of bound states. The difference from technicolor is that
the condensate is made up of the top quark itself, rather than new techniquarks. A realistic
and viable framework for top condensation is topcolor assisted technicolor (TC2) [18]. In
this framework, there are two sources of EWSB, or three if QCD is included. The majority
of EWSB and the majority of the the W and Z masses are due to technicolor, with a small
contribution from topcolor; the majority of the top quark mass comes from the topcolor
condensate. The light quarks can get mass from the extended technicolor or a scalar Higgs.
In this way, TC2 solves one of the difficulties of technicolor, namely how to explain large
top Yukawa without flavor problem. We will review the TC2 setup in Section 2.
One generic consequence of having two sources of electroweak symmetry breaking is that
there are two sets of Goldstone bosons. One set is eaten by the W and Z to give them their
masses, the other set are an SU(2) triplet of top-pions. These top-pions are similar to the
charged Higgses and pseudoscalar in two-Higgs doublet models, but couple only to the third
generation, at leading order. Topcolor also generically has a top-Higgs, which is the scalar
tt bound state. In addition, there should be angular and radial excitations. The lightest of
these, in analogy to QCD, is expected to be a vector, the top-rho. In the unbroken phase,
all of these particles couple predominantly to tt, where here t is the top-color eigenstate.
After electroweak symmetry, the right-handed top can have large mixing with the right-
handed charm and up-quarks. That only the right-handed top quark has large mixing is
a consequence of having only a tt condensate, not bb, which is in turn a consequence of
top-hypercharge being attractive in the tt channel but repulsive in bb. While there are
strong constraints on left-handed mixing, there is substantial freedom in mixing tR without
violating flavor bounds, an appealing natural feature of this model. If there is substantial
mixing between tR and uR, there will be large flavor changing tu couplings in the mass basis.
Thus the top-pions, top-Higgs, and top-rho can all contribute to tt production, with exactly
the desired features of the t-channel models to explain AtFB.
One critical feature for the viability of this model is the large interference effects among
the new physics particles, and between the new physics and the standard model. The
interference between the top-mesons and the standard model in tt production is destructive,
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making it possible to be consistent with the measured total tt cross section and at the same
time maintain a large enough AtFB. Large tu couplings generically predict the production of
abundant same-sign top quarks. This is also true in our model. However, due to destructive
interference between the top-Higgs and the top-pion, as well as that between the top-Higgs
and the top-rho, there exists large parameter space within current experimental bounds.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We begin in Section 2 with a review of the
TC2 setup. This review is based on the Hill and Simmons technicolor review [19], with a
slightly different emphasis and a few more relevant details. The relevant low energy theory
after mixing is expanded in Section 2C. In Section 3, we isolate the important relevant
couplings in the low energy theory and discuss their phenomenological implications. In
particular, we discuss AtFB in Section 3A, the tt rate in Section 3B and the same-sign top
rate in Section 3C. The bounds are combined in Section 3D. Section 4 discusses additional
constraints and signatures. Section 5 presents our conclusions.
2. TOPCOLOR ASSISTED TECHNICOLOR
In top condensation, the condensate which breaks electroweak symmetry is made up
of the top quark itself, rather than new techniquarks as in technicolor. For this to work,
the top quark must not be confined in the condensate. Such behavior is different from
QCD, but not unreasonable. Indeed, exactly such a situation happens in a non-relativistic
situation with the formation of Cooper pairs and breaking of U(1)EM in the BCS theory of
superconductivity. The behavior is consistent with calculations in the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
(NJL) model, although these calculations are very approximate. Realistic natural models of
topcolor can only provide around 60 − 100 GeV of the EWSB vev v0 = 246 GeV, so they
must be supplemented by another EWSB sector, leading to topcolor-assisted technicolor
(TC2). In Section 2A we give an overview of top-condensation. Section 2B specifies to
TC2. The low energy effective theory of TC2 including the relevant mixing is discussed in
Section 2C.
4
A. Overview
Top condensation is based on the observation that strong interactions among fermions,
such as with a 4-Fermi operator with large coefficient, can lead to bound states. These bound
states can pick up a negative mass squared through RG evolution leading to spontaneous
symmetry breaking. Top condensation observes that the top quark is already expected to
have strong interactions, since its Yukawa coupling, yt =
√
2mt/v ∼ 1, so it is natural to
have strong dynamics associated with the third generation alone. In the NJL model, where
one includes only a single dimension 6 operator and only Fermion loops, the qualitative
features of top-condensation can be shown to be reasonable. In this way the proximity of
the top mass to the electroweak vev is required, and explained, in contrast to in technicolor
theories, where the large top mass is extremely challenging to explain.
The typical picture in top condensation is that the top first forms a bound state, Ht ∼ tt
at a scale M . In topcolor models, the scale M is associated with a new force, topcolor,
which acts on the third generation quarks. If topcolor is strong, and itself Higgsed so that
the topcolor gauge bosons are massive, then the leading operator generated by integrating
out the topcolor gauge bosons is
− g2tt 1
p2 −M2 tt→
g2
M2
tttt ∼ gttHt − 1
2
m2HH
2
t , (1)
where the top-Higgs, Ht =
g
M2
tt has been integrated-in in the last step and mH =
M
g
at the
scale µ =M . At this point, Ht is just an auxiliary field, with no kinetic term. It picks up a
kinetic term from renormalization-group evolution and becomes dynamical below the scale
M/g. The vanishing of the kinetic term at µ = M/g is called a compositeness boundary
condition.
At tree level, the mass-squared of Ht is positive, but it also gets radiative corrections.
By dimensional analysis,
m2H = (1− γ)
M2
g2
(2)
where γ is an anomalous dimension (in the NJL model, γ = 2Nc(
g
4π
)2). For sufficiently
large γ >∼ 1, the top-Higgs mass squared can be negative, signalling spontaneous symmetry
breaking. In order for the top-Higgs to get an expectation value v lower than M , the
anomalous dimension should be close to its critical value. That some tuning is required is
not surprising, since the Higgs mass is getting quadratic corrections. Thus it is expected
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M ∼ TeV. If M is a little larger, there is a little hierarchy problem. For much larger M ,
the full hierarchy problem is reintroduced.
Since the top-Higgs vev and the top mass are generated from the same dynamics, they
are related. Explicitly,
v2 = γ m2t ln
M2
g2m2t
+ · · · (3)
where · · · represent the contribution from additional operators generated at the scale M
where topcolor is integrated out (typically these are small corrections). Since M ∼ TeV by
naturalness, this log is small so we expect v < mt. Typically v ∼ 60 GeV. Thus, topcolor
as an explanation of electroweak symmetry breaking is incomplete.
Realistic models of top condensation have two sources of electroweak symmetry breaking:
the first, topcolor, generates a EWSB vev around 60-100 GeV. In topcolor-assisted techni-
color, this is supplemented by another source of EWSB providing the remaining contribution
to v, such as technicolor. Technicolor itself is a beautiful explanation of theW and Z masses,
but does not explain fermion masses. Extended technicolor (ETC) can explain the fermion
masses through a new force, but has flavor problems. These flavor problems are ameliorated
by assuming non-QCD like dynamics (walking technicolor) for the ETC sector in which op-
erators involving techniquarks run faster than operators involving standard model quarks.
However, even these models have difficulty explaining the large top quark mass. In this way,
topcolor “assists” technicolor by handling the top mass. The main ingredient of top-color
assisted technicolor relevant to the top forward-backward asymmetry is simply that there
are two EWSB sectors, and one of them couples only to the top quark at leading order.
Since the details of the technicolor side are irrelevant, we will abbreviate that sector with a
simple scalar Higgs doublet H . This approximation is called Bosonic topcolor [20].
B. The model
In this section, we briefly review the relevant ingredients in a realistic topcolor-assisted
technicolor model. As explained in Section 2A, these models have two sources of electroweak
symmetry breaking: one from the topcolor sector, generating a vev v ∼ 60 GeV, and one
from another sector. For simplicity, we will take this other sector to be a single Higgs doublet
model. This can be replaced with an extended technicolor sector with little consequence for
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PSfrag replacements
SU(3)1 × U(1)1 SU(3)2 × U(1)2
Φ
3rd generation 1st and 2nd generations
FIG. 1: Moose diagram for minimal topcolor.
field SU(3)1 U(1)1 SU(3)2 U(1)2 SU(2)L
TL 
1
3 - - 
tR 
4
3 - - -
bR  -
2
3 - - -
CL, UL - - 
1
3 
cR, uR - - 
4
3 -
sR, dR - -  -
2
3 -
Φ  13  −13 -
det Φ - 1 - -1 -
field SU(3)1 U(1)1 SU(3)2 U(1)2 SU(2)L
 τL
ντ

 - -1 - - 
τR - -2 - - -
 ℓL
νℓ

 - - - -1 
µR, eR - - - -2 -
H - - - −1 
Ht - −1 - - 
TABLE 1: Particle content and quantum numbers fields in minimal TC2. The fields det Φ and Ht
(and H in technicolor) are composite and useful for writing down the effective Lagrangian.
the top asymmetry and the model bounds. Our presentation will closely follow the Hill-
Simmons review [19], with a few added details and simplifications.
In minimal topcolor, the third generation couples to one copy of SU(3)×U(1) gauge group
and the first two generations to another copy of SU(3)× U(1) gauge group. The standard
model SU(3)QCD×U(1)Y is the diagonal combination of these two groups. The SU(3) group
coupling to the 3rd generation (topcolor) must be much stronger than the other SU(3), to
generate the top condensate. The two U(1)’s are necessary so that only a 〈tt〉 forms and
not 〈bb¯〉. In this setup, there is one SU(2)weak which couples to everything. Variations are
possible, with 3 copies of SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1), one for each generation (which mimic
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extra-dimensional models), or the top-triangle moose [21] (inspired by Higgsless models),
which has two SU(2)’s, but we stick to this minimal construction for simplicity.
In addition to the standard model and the new gauge bosons for the extra SU(3) and
U(1), we need a field Φ which spontaneously breaks topcolor, giving the topgluons a mass
M of order ∼ 1 TeV. When Φ gets a vev,
SU(3)1 × SU(3)2 × U(1)1 × U(1)2 〈Φ〉→ SU(3)QCD × U(1)Y . (4)
So Φ should be charged under all these groups. In particular, if Φ is a bifundamental, as
shown in the moose diagram in Figure 1, it will automatically break the group down to
the diagonal. We also include a Higgs H which couples to everything to parameterize the
technicolor contribution to EWSB. There are 4 couplings gs1, g
s
2, g
Y
1 and g
Y
2 associated with
the two SU(3)’s and two U(1)’s. The field content is given in Table 1.
In top-condensation, when Ht = tt gets a vev electroweak symmetry will be broken. Since
the bottom quark is charged also under SU(3)1, one must be careful not to have 〈bb〉 as
well, which would generate a large bottom quark mass. The U(1)1 hypercharge conveniently
can achieve this. Indeed, with the standard model hypercharge assignments, this U(1) is
attractive in the tt channel and repulsive in the bb channel. If the coupling is large (but not
too large or else 〈τ τ¯ 〉 6= 0), this can allow for only a tt condensate [19].
In TC2, electroweak symmetry is broken by both top condensation, through 〈Ht〉 =
〈tt〉 = fπ and by technicolor through 〈H〉 = fT . With two sources of EWSB, there will be
two sets of Goldstone bosons. One set are eaten by the W and Z, and the other set are
called top-pions.
C. Effective Theory
The easiest way to study the phenomenology of this model is through an effective linear
sigma model. To do this we restore the full gauge symmetries by introducing a sigma field
Σ = exp(ipiaτa/
√
2fπ), where τa are the Pauli matrices. The top-Higgs doublet in the linear
sigma model can be represented by
Ht = Σ

fπ +
1√
2
ht
0

 =

fπ +
1√
2
(ht + ipi
0)
ipi+

+ · · · (5)
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With this normalization a kinetic term (DµH)
†(DµH) gives the proper normalization to the
top-pions and the top-Higgs. In the chiral Lagrangian for the top-pions, the kinetic term is
normalized to f
2
pi
2
Tr[(DµΣ)
†(DµΣ)]. In TC2, there is a second Higgs, H , which contains the
pions from technicolor with decay constant fT , with similar kinetic terms. The electroweak
vev vew =
v0√
2
= 175 GeV gets contributions from both v2ew = f
2
π + f
2
T . The expectation from
the NJL model is that fπ ∼ 60 GeV, although fπ can really be anything. Constraints from
Z → bb suggests that fπ >∼ 100 GeV [22].
Including the the Higgs fields Ht and H and the link field Φ restores the full gauge
symmetry. Then, including the operators allowed by the full symmetries, we can construct
the effective Lagrangian. First, the top-pion interactions are generated from the top mass
term via
LΣ = λtTLHttR + h.c. (6)
=
λtfπ√
2
tt+
λt√
2
(
ipi0tγ5t + httt
)
+ λtpi
+tRbL + λtpi
−bLtR + · · · (7)
Here we can identify m0 =
λtfpi√
2
as the topcolor contribution to the top mass, and the top-
pion couplings, before diagonalization, as gπtt =
m0
fpi
and gπbt =
√
2gπtt. The relationship
between the top-Higgs and top-pion couplings here is particular to the linear-sigma model
and not constrained by symmetries. 1
The (technicolor) Higgs field has normal Yukawa interactions with the first two genera-
tions
LH = Y u22CLHcR + Y u12CLHuR + Y u21ULHcR + Y u11ULHuR
+ Y d22CLH
†sR + Y d12CLHdR + Y
d
21ULHsR + Y
d
11ULHdR + h.c.. (8)
Note that light quark masses can be generated in technicolor with much less walking than
heavy quark masses, so this model alleviates a lot of the tension in ETC models.
Finally, there are terms allowed by symmetry which mix the third generation with the
other two. These must involve both Φ and H to be invariant under the U(1)’s. These
1 In some sense, a linear multiplet is more natural in topcolor than in technicolor. Since the topcolor gauge
coupling must be close to its critical value, the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry is a relatively small
effect, ft ≪M . Close to criticality, the phase transition should be smooth, and the linear representation
of bound state Ht should be a fairly good transition even after chiral symmetry is broken [28].
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operators must be at least dimension 5, and we characterize them with a scale Λ. The
leading operators relevant to the subsequent discussion are
LHΦ = c32TLHcRΦ
Λ
+ c31TLHuR
Φ
Λ
+ d32TLH
†sR
Φ
Λ
+ d31TLH
†dR
Φ
Λ
+ c23CLHtR
Φ†
Λ
det Φ†
Λ3
+ c13ULHtR
Φ†
Λ
det Φ†
Λ3
+ d23CLH
†bR
Φ
Λ
det Φ
Λ3
+ d13ULH
†bR
Φ
Λ
det Φ
Λ3
+ c33TLtRH
det Φ
Λ3
+ d33TLH
†det Φ
†
Λ3
. (9)
The det Φ factors are necessary to maintain the U(1)1 × U(1)2 symmetry.
The scale Λ should be larger than the Φ vev. That is, Λ > 〈Φ〉 = M , where M is the
topgluon mass. Since the topcolor interactions are strong, we expect ε ≡ M/Λ <∼ 1. Once
topcolor and electroweak symmetry are broken, by 〈H〉 = fT and 〈Ht〉 = fπ, the effective
low energy quark mass matrices are
MU = fT


Y u11 Y
u
12 c13ε
4
Y u21 Y
u
22 c23ε
4
c31ε c32ε
m0
fT
+ c33ε
3,

 MD = fT


Y d11 Y
d
12 d13ε
4
Y d21 Y
d
22 d23ε
4
d31ε d32ε d33ε
3.

 (10)
For the top quark mass to be generated by topcolor and the bottom quark mass not to be
too small, we expect ε <∼ 0.3 [24, 25].
Actually, ε can be much smaller [26], since there is another contribution to the bottom
mass due to non-perturbative effects. Scaling arguments predict that mb ∼ 38π2mt = 6.6
GeV, which can be interpreted as an instanton effect [18]. Alternatively, ε can even be
O(1), if d33 and c33 are very small. For ε ∼ 1 there are many more relevant higher dimension
operators and the theory is not predictive. We will suppose that ε ∼ 0.3 and c23, c13 ∼ 3 so
that there will be O(1) mixing between the right-handed top and the first two generations.
It is this mixing which generates a large AtFB.
To proceed, we will assume that terms of order ε3 or higher can be neglected, but the
other terms are free parameters. Considering the possible instanton contribution, we allow
for the b-quark mass to be arbitrary as well. Then the effective mass matrices reduce to
MU = fT


Y u11 Y
u
12 0
Y u21 Y
u
22 0
Y u31 Y
u
32
mt
fT

 , MD = fT


Y d11 Y
d
12 0
Y d21 Y
d
22 0
Y d31 Y
d
32
mb
fT
.

 (11)
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For the working point fπ = 100 GeV we have fT = 144 GeV using f
2
π + f
2
T = (175 GeV)
2.
So mt/fT = 1.2. Thus there can easily be O(1) mixing between the right-handed top and
first two generation up-type quarks.
The one prediction of topcolor here is the zeros in the 3rd column. The masses are
diagonalized with rotations MU = ULM
diag
U U
†
R and MD = DLM
diag
D D
†
R, constrained by the
CKM matrix K = ULD
†
L. As discussed in Ref. [23], the zeros in Eq. (11) imply U
i,3
L and
U3,iL (i 6= 3) are almost vanishing. On the other hand, U i,3R and U3,iR can be large when the
couplings Y u31 and Y
u
32 are large. This means the right-handed top can have large mixing
with the first two generations. Going to the mass basis rotates the right-handed top quark
as
tR → UR11tR + UR12cR + UR13uR. (12)
This generates large flavor changing top couplings from the couplings in Eq. (7). We find
Lπ = igttπ(pi0tγ5t) + igtuπ(pi0tLuR) + igtcπ(pi0tLcR)
+ gttht(httt) + gtuh(httLuR) + gtcht(httLcR) + h.c., (13)
where gij π = mt/fπU
R
ij ≤ mt/fπ. In the linear sigma model, the top-Higgs couplings are the
same as the neutral top-pion couplings. Indeed the two fields form a complex scalar. This
relation may not hold in a more complete theory, but it is a reasonable starting point and
simplifies the parameter space.
The charged pion couplings are related to the neutral pion couplings by symmetry, as in
Eq. (7). For example, the interaction pi−bLtR has coupling g = UR33mt/fπ.
Topcolor models in general should also contain another SU(2) doublet, the bottom-Higgs
Hb = b¯RTL. This bound state should be present in the effective Lagrangian [28] and may
be light (of order the top-higgs mass). We will not discuss the bottom-Higgs further simply
because it is unrelated to AtFB.
Finally, there are the couplings of various excitations of the tt condensate. The lightest
excitation is expected to be the top-rho. The top-rho couplings can be modeled, such as
using hidden local symmetry models or vector meson dominance. We simply assume that
before mixing the top-rho couples to tt with a strength that is a free parameter. After
mixing, it picks up couplings to right-handed up and charm quarks, just like the top-pions
and the top-Higgses. The top-rho is expected to be heavier than the top-pion and the top-
Higgs [27], but have to be moderately light (<∼ 1 TeV) to give sizable AtFB. For completeness,
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we write its Lagrangian as
Lρ = gttρ ρµtγµt + gtcρ ρµtRγµcR + gtuρ ρµtRγµuR. (14)
We will only discuss the top-Higgs, top-pions and top-rho in the phenomenology section.
There are additional fields in TC2, such as the bottom-Higgs, the charged rho’s, the
topgluon, the excitations of the link field Φ, and all the regular ETC particles. For con-
straints and signatures of these other particles, we refer the reader to the review [19]. None
of these fields are relevant to AtFB, so we will ignore them.
D. Flavor and electroweak constraints
Before moving on to phenomenology of topcolor model with large flavor-violating associ-
ated with tR, we would like to briefly discuss related flavor constraints and how such model
could be compatible with them.
There is no GIM mechanism in TC2 and hence there is a real danger of generating
too large FCNCs, for example, through top-pion exchange. However, the top-pions only
couple to the third generation before mixing. Large flavor-changing couplings in the first
two generations are only produced when both the right-handed and the left-handed tops
have large mixings with the first two generations. This is avoided because only the right-
handed top has large mixings as we have discussed. Flavor constraints involving the top
are very weak, so the only concern left is flavor problems coming from the b-sector. In
fact, there are in strong b-physics constraints on FCNC operators involving tL and uR and
the Z because these produce tree-level FCNCs involving bL after EWSB [29]. In our case,
these bounds do not apply because the top-mesons decay hadronically and there are no
electroweak penguins involving the neutral top-mesons alone. Flavor constraints in next-
to-minimal flavor violating models [30], in which new physics couples only to the third
generation, are in general fairly weak.
There are additional constraints from the down-type sector, which is not directly related
to the flavor-violation necessary for AtFB. Even in the down sector, the constraints will be
absent if the Y d31 and Y
d
32 elements are small. These terms originate from the d31 and d32
terms in Eq. (9) which involve dR and sR. It is easy to believe that these terms might be
small for a reason related to the smallness of the down and strange quark masses. In any
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case, that d31 and d32 are small is a standard assumption in TC2 and we have no further
insight into its dynamical origin. Our observation here is simply that c31 or c32 do not have
to be small as well.
Based on the reasonable assumption that down-sector RH and LH mixings are both
small, it is easy to see that potential dangerous B − B¯ mixing induced via e.g. tree-level
exchanging an s-channel pi0 or via box diagram involving tR, pi
− can be efficiently suppressed.
Meanwhile, there is concern from D− D¯ mixing which involves the up-sector only, and may
get large contribution from exchanging pi0 if both tR− uR and tR− cR are sizable. One way
to relieve this while keeping possible large flavor violation is to have c31 or c32 small, but
not both. For our later discussion we will assume a large c31.
The model may also receive important electroweak constraint from Z → b¯b since it di-
rectly involves the unsuppressed pi−bLtR vertex in the loop [22, 32]. However, this constraint
is subject to large uncertainties in subleading calculations [19]. Moreover, according to re-
lated studies in [19, 22, 31] vector states such as top-rhos may cancel the contribution from
the top-pion if they are moderately light (. 600GeV), which is also what we need to gen-
erate significant AtFB, as discussed later. The charged top-pions could also be heavy, which
would further alleviate Rb.
3. PHENOMENOLOGY
In the previous section we reviewed some features of topcolor-assisted technicolor. This
explanation of electroweak symmetry naturally explains both the hierarchy and the large
top Yukawa with fewer flavor problems than technicolor has without topcolor’s help. Unfor-
tunately, very little of this model’s spectrum is currently calculable. However, some general
features were noted
• Electroweak symmetry is broken by both technicolor and topcolor. So in addition to
the Goldstone bosons eaten by theW and Z, there is another set, the top-pions, which
are tt bound states and predominantly couple to the top quark.
• In addition, there is expected to be a radial excitation of tt, the top-Higgs, and angular
excitations, such as a top-rho.
• Power counting in the low-energy effective theory implies that there can be large
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mixing of tR with uR. This generates large flavor-changing interactions mediated by
the top-mesons.
There are other particles in the theory, such as the charged top-pions and top-rhos, the top-
gluon and all the technicolor excitations, such as the techni-rhos. Some of these particles
were discussed briefly in the previous section, and their constraints have been discussed
elsewhere. They do not contribute directly to interesting top-quark signatures, so we will
not discuss them any further.
In this section, we will discuss the effect of having large flavor changing tu interactions,
coming from
L = gπ(it¯LuRpi0 + t¯LuRht) + gρ(t¯RγµuRρµ) + h.c., (15)
where we have set the top-Higgs and top-pion couplings equal to a constant we call gπ. This
does not have to be true, but it is motivated by a linear-sigma model embedding, in which
the top-pion and top-Higgs form a complex scalar φ = ht+ ipi, and simplifies the parameter
space. There are of course plenty of other interactions of these fields. But it is these specific
terms which are relevant to the top forward-backward asymmetry.
The top-pion and top-Higgs masses are not expected to be the same, however, with the
top-Higgs typically havingmht ∼ 2mt while the top-pions, being pseudogoldstone bosons can
be lighter,mπ ∼ 100−400 GeV. The top-rho is expected to be heavier than both the top-pion
and the top-Higgs, based on extrapolations form QCD. None of these masses are calculable,
although the pion mass is often estimated using the a fermion loop approximation and the
Pagels-Stokar formula [14–17]. In this paper, we simply take them to be free parameters.
In this section, we describe how the top-particles can produce the measured AtFB while
maintaining an acceptable tt production rate. We will also discuss the closely related direct
measurements of same-sign tops.
A. Top forward-backward asymmetry AtFB
The idea that the top forward-backward asymmetry could be evidence of a new particle,
X , being exchanged in the t-channel was proposed in [8]. The t-channel exchange works
by exploiting the Rutherford singularity which enhances scattering in the forward region.
A vector boson with moderate mass, such as a Z ′ [8] (or a top-rho) can generate a sizable
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asymmetry. Alternatively X could be a scalar [12, 33] (such as a top-Higgs or top-pion).
In the case of a scalar there is a competition between Rutherford singularity and spin-
conservation, which reduces the efficiency of generating a large AtFB. This pushes the scalar
mass towards lower end as mX . 200 GeV in order to generate A
t
FB ∼ O(0.1). Both the
vector and scalar by themselves will generate an excess of tt events. However, if both are
included, there can be destructive interference, allowing a large AtFB but a small effect on
the σtt.
The experimental measurement of AtFB is presented in a number of ways: in the tt rest
frame, or in the lab frame, and folded or unfolded, if an attempt is made to correct back to
the tt parton level. Unfortunately the unfolding depends on the angular distribution of the
tops, which is model dependent, and unfolding using the standard model, which has a tiny
AtFB may give an unreliable result. In this paper, we follow the approach of [12]. We impose
rapidity cuts on the tops, |ηt,t¯| < 2.0, and demand that Mtt > 450 GeV and compare the
AtFB after these cuts with reconstructed asymmetry measured by CDF (forMtt > 450 GeV):
AtFB = 0.210±0.049. We require the asymmetry to be within 2σ of the central value, which
is about 0.1 ≤ AtFB ≤ 0.3. Our calculations are performed with Calchep v3.0 [35] and
checked with Madgraph v4.4.26 [36] and by hand. We use CTEQ6l PDF and choose the
factorization scale and renormalization scale to be mt.
In Figure 2 we show the contributions of the top-pion, top-Higgs and top-rho to AtFB
as a function of mass, with gπ = gρ = 1. The single particle contributions are shown as
dotted lines, with the top-pion and top-Higgs having an identical effect. The dashed green
line shows the effect of having a top-pion and a top-Higgs with mht = mπ + 100 GeV. The
solid black curve shows the effect of adding a 500 GeV top-rho to the mix. Many other
combined curves are possible. This illustrates that even with a heavy vector, there can be
a positive contribution to AtFB due to interference with the scalars. To get A
t
FB = 0.2 there
is a large region of parameter space. The space become somewhat more restricted with the
tt cross-section and the same-sign top bounds are also imposed.
One could also consider the charged top-pion contribution to AtFB. The charged pions
couple initially to tRbL. Due to the smallness of the b-quark PDF, the t-channel exchange
of pi±t through this interaction has a negligible contribution to A
t
FB. tR − uR mixing will
only weaken the effect. One could imagine that there might be large bL − dL mixing, which
would allow for AtFB to be created through dd¯→ tt¯ with a t-channel pi±t . However, bL − dL
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FIG. 2: Contribution to AtFB as a function of particle mass. The blue dotted curve is from the
neutral top-pion (or top-Higgs) only and the dotted red curve if for top-rho only, as functions
of the relevant particle masses. The dashed green curve has a top-pion and a top-Higgs, with
mht = mπ + 100 GeV as a function of mπ. The solid black curve also includes the top-rho, with
mρ = 500 GeV, still holding mht = mπ +100 GeV as a function of mπ. All couplings are set to 1.
mixing is strongly constrained by CKM unitarity bounds [19], so this contribution cannot
generate a sizable asymmetry either.
B. tt cross section
Introducing new processes involving new light states with sizable coupling raises concerns
about large deviations in the tt cross section, σtt. As pointed out in previous work e.g.[33],
contributions from the t-channel exchange amplitude squared, which is positive, could be
cancelled by a negative contribution from interference with QCD, rendering small the net
deviation from the measured σtt. Indeed there can easily be interference between different
new physics contributions as well and one has to do a careful analysis. In our model, we
see that the interferences between QCD and all three new particles are negative and those
among the new particles are all positive. This is easily seen by going to the limit of the tt
threshold and examine different contributions to the matrix element squared, as shown in
Table 2. For reference, the full cross section is given in Appendix A.
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TABLE 2: Interference terms in t− t¯ production. To see the rough scaling properties and signs, we
have taken s = 4m2t , t = u = −m2t and mρ ≫ mt. The full matrix elements are given in Appendix
A.
The tt cross section has been measured at the Tevatron and the LHC and is in good
agreement with the standard model. There is also data on the differential tt cross section as
a function of the tt invariant mass, but the error bars are still large. Thus, we compare only
to the inclusive tt cross-section. The cross section is enhanced at NLO at both the Tevatron
and the LHC. The K-factor can depend on the experimental cuts used, so it is difficult to
compare to the measured cross section directly. Instead, we will simply require that the
effect of the tree-level new physics contributions to σtt produce less than a 20% change from
the standard model σtt, also computed at tree level. This roughly corresponds to 2σ band
by σtt¯ measurement [37].
Figure 3 shows the percent change in the total tt cross section as a function of particle
masses. We see that the top-pions (or top-Higgs) have negative interference with the stan-
dard model and pull the cross section down. The top-rho tends to increase the cross section
at low mass. The effect is so large that in fact it is basically impossible for the top-rho to be
less than 300 GeV. For large top-rho mass, the contribution is negative. Note that even for
a 500 GeV top-rho and light top-pion and top-Higgs (black curve), even though both the
scalars and the vector separately want to lower the cross section, their combined effect is a
small positive contribution, at the <∼ 5% level.
C. Same-sign tops
One of the most pressing problems for t-channel explanations of the top asymmetry is
that these models generically produce an abundance of same-sign tops. Indeed the same
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FIG. 3: Percent change in σtt due to new physics and interference between new physics and the
standard model, as a function of particle mass. The blue dotted curve is from the neutral top-pion
(or top-Higgs) only and the dotted red curve if for top-rho only, as functions of the relevant particle
masses. The dashed green curve has a top-pion and a top-Higgs, with mht = mπ + 100 GeV as a
function of mπ. The solid black curve also includes the top-rho, with mρ = 500 GeV, still holding
mht = mπ + 100 GeV as a function of mπ. All couplings are set to 1.
tuX coupling explaining AtFB automatically allows for uu→ tt. Even at the Tevatron, this
could have been seen. At the LHC, although no same-sign top bound has been published
yet, any same-sign top excess would have lit up the inclusive search for same-sign lepton
pairs. Thus it is impossible to have a large contribution to same-sign tops.
To get a bound, we use the published Tevatron bounds. There are two CDF results.
One [38], which is model dependent, has a new particle φ which produces tt through t-channel
exchange. This particle is assumed to be heavier than mt so there are also contributions
from ug → φt→ ttu¯ and uu¯→ φφ→ ttu¯u¯. The combined bound comes out to σtt <∼ 800 fb.
The second CDF result [39] uses more data but looks exclusively for tt states. The bound
here is σtt <∼ 500 fb. We will use this second bound since it is stronger.
For the tt cross-section, we saw that interference between new physics and the standard
model, and interference among the new physics particles themselves conspired to have a
small effect on the total cross section. For tt production, in contrast, the standard model
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TABLE 3: Interference terms in same sign top production. To see the rough scaling properties
and signs, we have taken s = 4m2t , t = u = −m2t and mρ ≫ mt. The full matrix elements are given
in Appendix B.
contribution is tiny and comes only from weak processes. So the interference between new
physics and the standard model cannot help. However, interference between different top-
color processes producing tt could be negative. This is illustrated in Table 3, where we
list the contribution from interferences to the matrix element squared. In fact, there is an
exact cancellation between the top-Higgs and top-pion in the limit that their masses are
degenerate and they couple with the same strength.
There are various ways to understand the top-pion/top-Higgs interference effect. The
cancellation can be seen by direct computation: top-pion exchange produces a tt amplitude
with the same magnitude but opposite sign as top-Higgs exchange, due to the extra iγ5
in the pseudoscalar interaction. There is also a symmetry interpretation. If we write φ =
pi + ih as a complex scalar, then φ can be thought of as carrying a chiral charge whose
conservation forbids uu→ tt. This mechanism was employed in [12] where a complex scalar
was introduced directly for this purpose. Here we are observing that the top-pion and
top-Higgs automatically combine into this complex scalar. The symmetry is broken by the
top-pion/top-Higgs mass splitting and any difference in couplings. But there is still a large
cancellation even if the particles are separated by hundreds of GeV.
Figure 3 shows the same-sign top cross section for the top-pion alone, which is the same as
the cross section for the top Higgs alone, and also the cross section when both the top-pion
and top-Higgs are present. The interference substantially suppresses the same-sign top rate.
The left panel shows the rate for just tt and t¯t¯ production. There is also a contribution to
same-sign tops from the top-rho and also from on-shell top-pion/top-Higgs pair production,
or production in association with a top, with pi/h→ tu. These contributions are included in
the right panel. We have not included interference effects for these extra channels, although
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FIG. 4: Same-sign top production cross section at the Tevatron, as a function of top pion mass.
The left panel shows the cross section for tt (and t¯t¯) production only, the right panel also includes
on-shell top-pion and top-Higgs decays (to same-sign tt and t¯t¯). In both plots, the dotted blue
curve shows the top-pion alone (which is the same as for the top-Higgs). The solid green curve is
the cross section as a function of the top-pion mass when the top-Higgs is also present with fixed
mass of mht = 300 GeV. All couplings are set to 1.
when the top-pion and top-Higgs are close in mass, there will be destructive interference in
these channels as well.
D. Combined constraints
Having discussed all the experimental constraints separately, we will now consider com-
bining all the measurements together. Estimates in topcolor based on the NJL model and
scaled-up QCD give us some sense of what parameter range is natural. Following these
estimates, we consider mπ ∼ (100− 400) GeV, mh ∼ (200− 400) GeV, mρ >∼ 400 GeV and
couplings between 0 and 1.5.
First, suppose we just have the top-pion. Looking at Figure 2, we can see that we would
need a coupling larger than 2 and a pion mass < 150 GeV to explain the asymmetry. In
this regime from Figure 3 we see that there would be too little tt produced, with around
a 60% decrease from the standard model as well as a marginally unallowed production of
same-sign tops, as we see in Figure 4. Note that for mπ < mt, the channels which include
the top-pion decaying to tu do not contribute.
Next, let us include the top-Higgs. This helps with the tt cross section and with same-
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FIG. 5: Allowed region in coupling-constant space for two mass points. On the left is mπ = 150,
mht = 200, mρ = 500 GeV and on the right is mπ = 350, mht = 250, mρ = 600 GeV. The band
on top is excluded by same-sign top cross sections at the Tevatron (σ < 500 fb), which includes
on-shell pion decays to tu in the right panel, but not the left. The bounds from the tt cross section
at the Tevatron are also shown. Note that a large region of parameter space is ruled out by the
predicted tt cross section being two low. The black lines outline the AtFB predictions, between 0.1
and 0.3. The central uncolored region is allowed.
sign tops. However, it is still hard to get enough asymmetry. Finally, we add the top-rho.
This additional ρ contribution can add to the asymmetry without producing much more tt
or same-sign tops. Moreover, due to interference between the top-rho and the top-scalars,
the combination of the 3 particles is more than the sum of their parts. There is a large
parameter space, including regions with light top-pions as well as regions where the top-
pions are heavier than mt.
In Figure 5 we show the allowed parameter space for the tu couplings gπ and gρ (see
Eq. (15)) for two representative mass points. On the left, we take mπ = 150, mht = 200
and mρ = 500 GeV. This has a light top-pion, below the top-mass. The top-pion can also
be heavier than mt, as shown on the right, where mπ = 350, mht = 250 and mρ = 600 GeV.
Note that for the second mass point, we have inverted the hierarchy between mπ and mht ,
introducing destructive interferences that helps ameliorate the same sigh top bounds.
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considered. Allowed region satisfies the σtt and same-sign top constraints, while producing a top
asymmetry consistent with the measured value. The region on the left is allowed if the ρ is removed
from the spectrum.
In Figure 6, we show the allowed range of pion masses. To generate these curves, we
allowed the top-Higgs and top-rho masses to vary over 400 GeV < mρ < 800 GeV and
200 < mh < 400 and 0 < gρ < 1. The region with no top-rho (gρ = 0) is shown on the
left side. Without a top-rho, the top-pion mass has to be very light. A light top-pion
is probably ruled out by direct searches, although the precise bound depends on how the
top-pion decays, which is somewhat model dependent. If we look for the region of top-pion
and top-rho masses which are allowed by the σtt and same-sign top bounds, practically
any values of mπ and mρ are allowed for some coupling strength and mh mass. In fact,
taking mh = mπ removes the same-sign bound completely and the σtt bound is controlled
by destructive interference between the new physics and the standard model, as we have
discussed..
4. OTHER SIGNATURES
We have shown the neutral top-pion, the top-Higgs and the neutral top-rho can combine
to give a large top forward-backward asymmetry with small effects on the total tt cross
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section and a not-yet-detectable number of same-sign tops produced. These new particles
do not generate any new strong flavor constraints. Particles closely related to these, such as
the charged top-pions or the charged top-rhos, can contribute to observables like Z → bb¯.
However, the charged top-pions could be heavy and the constraints would be weak. From the
model-independent point of view the main point is that there are no strong flavor constraints
directly involving only the particles related to the AtFB explanation.
The top-mesons will have interesting signatures at the LHC depending on how they
are produced and decay. Generically, we know there should be a sizable coupling of these
particles to tt and tu. If the top-pion is lighter than the top, it can decay to Wbu through
an off-shell-top. Particles heavier than the top could decay directly to tu. If the top-rho
is heavy enough, it will decay to W + pi or WW rather than tu. The top mesons can be
singly produced through gluon fusion through a top-loop. They can also be produced in
association with a top, or a W or Z or pair produced from uu¯ through the exchange of a
t-channel top. There are many possibilities.
A generic consequence of having particles coupling strongly to tu is that there should
be tu resonances visable at the LHC. For example, top-pion pair production would give a
large number of ttuu events. A single top-pion could be produced in association with a top
through gu → u → tpi. Thus there would also be ttu events. In general, looking at events
with tops and jets and looking at top-jet invariance mass distributions should discover or
rule out this model fairly early on at the LHC.
One more consequence of the couplings we have discussed is that if there is a large pitu
coupling and the top-pion is lighter than the top, then we could have t → piu. Indeed, for
mπ = 150 GeV with a coupling gπ = 1, the branching ratio to this channel would be 7%,
with the top decaying 93% of the time to Wb. What this looks like depends on how the
top-pion decays. The top-pion might decay to bb. This coupling is difficult to calculate if
the b-quark mass comes from non-perturbative effects (instantons) in the top-color sector.
It does get a calculable contribution from top/top-pion loops which make some branching
fraction to bb inevitable. If the bb coupling is small enough then the decay mode pi → cc
or pi → uu might dominate. Alternatively, the decay pi → Wub¯ through an off-shell top
could dominate as well, depending on the couplings. In any case, the observed rate for the
tt cross section is based on a leptonic branching ratio taken from the standard model. So it
is possible that that tt rate might be slightly higher, with a slightly lower branching ratio
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to Wb making the top production seem more consistent with the standard model than it
actually is.
Let us consider the situation in which pi → cc¯. Then we would have t → ucc¯ 7% of
the time. This excess of hadronically decaying tops could help explain an excess seen by
CDF in events with two massive fat jets [40]. It might also explain the recently observed
excess in multijets near the top-mass seen by a different CDF group [41]. In fact, this decay
mode could also explain the excess in W+jets events seen by CDF [42]. For example, this
excees could be produced by a top-rho decaying to W + pi, with pi → cc¯. If pi decays to bb
dominantly, then it is hard to explain the CDF excess since the peak does not seem to be
rich in b’s. It is unclear without futher model details and more calculations whether the rate
for production of these modes is consistent with the size of the excess.
If the top-pions are heavier than mt, they cannot be the explanation of the CDF W+jets
bump. However, it is still possible that the bump might be due to particles in the technicolor
sector, as proposed in [43]. These particles are also present in topcolor-assisted technicolor,
but we have nothing new to say about them from previous work.
5. CONCLUSION
The measurements of the top-quark forward-backward asymmetry at the Tevatron sug-
gest new physics may be showing up strongly coupled to the top. That new physics would
show up here is not surprising to the many theorists who have had to contend with the large
mass hierarchy between the top mass and the other fermions. Indeed, top-condensation
and its realization in topcolor [17] was suggested more than 2 decades ago as a natural
combination of dynamical symmetry breaking with an explanation of the large top quark
mass. Topcolor even predates the discovery of the top quark itself. When topcolor is
combined with technicolor, the resulting framework, topcolor-assisted technicolor (TC2),
provides a solution of the hierarchy problem and the large top quark mass without some of
the strongest flavor-changing neutral current problems of extended technicolor itself. The
combined framework explains the origin of mass as a team effort: the top mass comes from
top-color, the W and Z masses come mostly from technicolor, the b-quark mass comes from
instantons, and the light quark masses come from extended technicolor. Taking this one step
further, most of the visible matter in the universe is baryons, which get their masses from
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QCD, neutrino masses can come from the seesaw mechanism associated with additional new
physics at a high scale, and dark matter might come from a totally decoupled sector, such
as from axions.
In this paper, we have shown that TC2 also contains all ingredients for producing the
large Att¯FB anomaly without violating other constraints. The spectrum contains three relevant
particles, the neutral top-pion, the top-Higgs and the neutral top-rho. All of these can have
large top-up couplings due to mixing of the right-handed top with the lighter up-type right-
handed quarks. This mixing can be naturally large in TC2. Thus, there is automatically
an excess in the top-quark forward-backward asymmetry over the standard model due to
t-channel exchange of these particles. Intriguingly there is constructive interference among
the particles in producing a large AtFB, but destructive interference affecting the overall
tt cross section. Same-sign top production is a signature of generic points in parameter
space of this model. If the top-Higgs and neutral top-pion are close in mass, the current
experimental bound on same-sign top production can be avoided without much tuning.
Nevertheless, without additional symmetries, it seems impossible to avoid a same-sign top-
signal, particularly from on-shell pion or top-Higgs decays, which should be visible at the
LHC early on. This would be a clear signature of this type of explanation of the AtFB excess.
There are no devastating flavor problems in TC2, even with large mixing. Of course,
TC2 does have difficulty with precision electroweak, but there is still no reliable way to
calculate S and T and new particles can also contribute. Thus it is impossible to rule out
the model based on precision electroweak alone. Flavor-changing neutral currents are not
bad in TC2 because topcolor only couples to top, at leading order, so it naturally falls into
next-to-minimal flavor violation [30]. The light quark masses are generated with extended
technicolor. However, because ETC is no longer responsible for the bottom or top masses, the
tuning required is not very severe. Constraints such as the Z → bb rate, Rb, are dangerous,
but not directly related to the particles responsible for explaining AtFB. To the extent that
flavor physics is under control in previous incarnations of TC2, they are under control here.
Top-color assisted technicolor has a number of signals that will show up early on at
the LHC. The top-pions and other top-mesons should be produced in abundance. They
can be singly produced through gluon fusion, as well as pair produced through t-channel
top-exchange or produced in association with tops through ug initial states. Top-pions can
also be produced from decays of heavier top-particles. With large tu couplings necessary
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to explain AtFB, there should be an abundance of events with multiple tops and multiple
jets. Looking for a resonance peak in the top-jet invariant mass would be a clean test
for this model. Thus, forthcoming results from the LHC should soon reveal whether top-
condensation can be the explanation to the large top forward-backward asymmetry observed
at the Tevatron.
Note Added: As this manuscript was being finalized, the CMS collaboration released a
same sign top bound from early LHC running [45]. This bound is somewhat stronger than
the Tevatron bounds. Topcolor-assisted technicolor can still explain AtFB and be consistent
with this observation, but the parameter space is more constrained: the top-Higgs and
neutral top-pion should be closer in mass (if they are degenerate with the same coupling
strength, same-sign top production is absent) and the top-rho should also be on the heavier
side, which is anyway consistent with some expectations from topcolor [27].
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Appendix A: tt interference effects
In this appendix, we give formulas for the partonic matrix elements for tt pair production.
These formulas are useful for seeing the signs and strengths of various interference effects.
MM∗ =Mgg +Mππ +Mhtht +Mρρ+Mgπ +Mght +Mgρ+Mπht +Mπρ+Mhtρ, (A1)
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where Mii (i = g, pi, ht, ρ) denote the squared terms for single diagrams and Mij (i 6= j)
denote the interferences. Then we have
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t (s− 2 t) +m4t + t2) + 2m2ρ (−m2t (s+ 2 t) +m4t + (s+ t)2)
)
9sm2ρ
(
t−m2ρ
) ,(A8)
Mπht =
g2π (m
2
t − t) 2g2ht
2 (t−m2π)
(
t−m2ht
) , (A9)
Mπρ =
g2πg
2
ρm
2
t
(
2sm2ρ + (m
2
t − t) 2
)
2 (t−m2π)m2ρ
(
t−m2ρ
) , (A10)
Mhtρ =
g2ρm
2
t g
2
ht
(
2sm2ρ + (m
2
t − t) 2
)
2m2ρ
(
t−m2ht
) (
t−m2ρ
) . (A11)
Appendix B: tt interference effects
In this appendix, we give formulas for the partonic matrix elements for same-sign top
production. The matrix element squared for uu→ tt is written as
MM∗ =Mππ +Mhtht +Mρρ +Mπht +Mπρ +Mhtρ, (B1)
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where
Mππ = g
4
π (m
2
t − t) 2
4 (t−m2π) 2
− g
4
π (m
4
t − 2tm2t + t (s + t))
12 (t−m2π) (u−m2π)
, (B2)
Mhtht =
(m2t − t) 2g4ht
4
(
t−m2ht
)
2
− g
4
ht
(m4t − 2tm2t + t (s+ t))
12
(
t−m2ht
) (
u−m2ht
) , (B3)
Mρρ =
g4ρ
(
4sm4tm
2
ρ + 4sm
4
ρ (s− 2m2t ) + (m2t − t) 2m4t
)
4m4ρ
(
t−m2ρ
)
2
+
−g
4
ρ
(−4sm4t m2ρ + 4sm4ρ (2m2t − s) +m4t (m4t − 2t m2t + t(s + t))
)
12m4ρ
(
m2ρ − t
) (
m2ρ − u
) , (B4)
and
Mπht =
g2πg
2
ht
(m4t − 2tm2t + t (s+ t))
6 (t−m2π)
(
u−m2ht
) − g
2
π (m
2
t − t) 2 g2ht
2 (t−m2π)
(
t−m2ht
) , (B5)
Mπρ =
g2πg
2
ρm
2
t
(
2sm2ρ + (m
2
t − t) 2
)
2 (t−m2π)m2ρ
(
t−m2ρ
) − g
2
πg
2
ρm
2
t
(−2s m2ρ +m4t − 2tm2t + t(s + t)
)
6 (t−m2π) m2ρ
(
u−m2ρ
) ,(B6)
Mhtρ =
g2ρm
2
t g
2
ht
(−2sm2ρ +m4t − 2tm2t + t(s + t)
)
6m2ρ
(
t−m2ρ
) (
u−m2ht
) − g
2
ρm
2
t g
2
ht
(
2sm2ρ + (m
2
t − t) 2
)
2m2ρ
(
t−m2ht
) (
t−m2ρ
) .(B7)
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